Singapore
The government of the Republic of Singapore
engages in minimal Internet filtering, blocking
only a small set of pornographic Web sites as a
symbol of disapproval of their contents.
However, the state employs a combination of
licensing controls and legal pressures to regulate Internet access and to limit the presence of
objectionable content and conduct online.

Background
Singapore’s government uses restrictive laws,
political ties to the judiciary, and ownership and
intimidation of the media to suppress dissenting
opinion and opposition to the ruling People’s
Action Party (PAP). Provisions of the Internal
Security Act (ISA), the Criminal Law (Temporary
Provisions) Act (CLA), the Undesirable Publications Act (UPA), and other statutes prohibit the
production and possession of “subversive”
materials and permit the detention of suspected
offenders without judicial review.1 Citizens,
including Singapore Democratic Party (SDP)
leader Chee Soon Juan, have been arrested for
speaking publicly without a permit,2 and foreign
activists from civil society organizations have

been detained, interrogated, and deported.3
Government plaintiffs have been able to levy civil
liability and heavy damages through defamation
suits against independent and critical voices,
including those of opposition politicians and of
regional publications with domestic circulation.4
Moreover, virtually all domestic newspapers and
television and radio stations are owned by corporations with economic ties to the government;
hence they adhere closely to the PAP line when
reporting on sensitive issues.5 Taken together,
these economic and legal controls contribute to
a climate of pervasive self-censorship of political
commentary. These mechanisms of control and
influence allow the Singapore government to
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KEY INDICATORS
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GDP per capita, PPP (constant 2000 international $) ......26,764

8.36

Life expectancy at birth (years)..............................................79

7.09

Literacy rate (% of people age 15+)......................................93

6.29

Human development index (out of 177) .................................25

7.31

Rule of law (out of 208).........................................................10

8.67

Voice and accountability (out of 208)...................................129

4.42

Digital opportunity index (out of 180).....................................16

8.09

Internet users (% of population) ..........................................57.9

8.50

best

Source (by indicator): World Bank 2005, 2006a, 2006a; UNDP 2006; World Bank 2006c, 2006c; ITU 2006, 2004

cripple basic freedoms of expression and
assembly under the guise of protecting public
security and preserving order.

remains the majority shareholder in SingNet and
StarHub.11

Legal and regulatory frameworks
Internet in Singapore
In 2005, the number of Internet users in
Singapore reached 2.42 million, or 67.2 percent
of the population,6 giving the country one of the
highest Internet penetration rates in the world.
Home access is commonplace, with residential
dialup and broadband subscriptions totaling
more than 2.1 million.7 Over 70 percent of businesses use the Internet,8 and public access is
widespread and expanding. In December 2006,
a three-year national wireless service was
launched, providing laptop users with free Wi-Fi
Internet access in high-traffic areas across the
island.9 Terminals in cybercafés and libraries
supply the public with additional connectivity.
Three main Internet Access Service
Providers (IASPs)—SingNet, StarHub, and
Pacific Internet—serve as the “gateways” to the
Web, providing access to Internet service
resellers (ISRs) for sale to the public.10 Though all
three IASPs are public corporations, Temasek
Holdings (the government’s holding company)

Singapore’s Media Development Authority (MDA)
claims to have instituted a “light-touch” regulatory framework for the Internet, promoting responsible use while giving industry players “maximum
flexibility.”12 In addition to promoting self-regulation and public education, the MDA maintains
license and registration requirements that subject
Internet content and service providers to penalties for noncompliance with restrictions on prohibited material. The MDA is charged with ensuring that “nothing is included in the content of any
media service which is against public interest or
order, or national harmony, or which offends
good taste or decency.”13 The core of this framework is a class license scheme stipulated by
national statute (the Broadcasting Act)14 and by
industry policies and regulations issued by the
MDA.
Under the class license scheme, all Internet
service providers (ISPs) and those Internet content providers (ICPs) determined to be political
parties or persons “engaged in the propagation,
promotion or discussion of political or religious
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issues relating to Singapore” must register with
the MDA.15 As licensees, ISPs and ICPs are also
bound by the MDA’s Internet Code of Practice.
The Code defines “prohibited material” broadly,
specifying only a few standards for sexual, violent, and intolerant content.16 Where filtering is
not mandated at the ISP level, the Code requires
that ICPs deny access to material if so directed
by the MDA. Licensees that fail to comply with
the Code may face sanctions, including fines or
license suspensions or terminations, as authorized under the Broadcasting Act. In 2005, one
Web site titled “Meet Gay Singapore Friends”
was reportedly fined USD5,000 by the MDA for
being in violation of the Code.17
Threats of civil and criminal liability under
other laws further deter Internet users from posting comments or content relating to sensitive
issues. In May 2005 the state-funded agency
A*STAR accused Jiahao Chen, a Singaporean
doctoral student in the United States, of posting
“untrue and serious accusations against
A*STAR, its officers and other parties,” and
threatened Chen with “legal consequences
unless the objectionable statements were
removed and an acceptable apology published.”18 Chen complied with A*STAR’s
demands and replaced the posts with an apology, thereby avoiding a potential defamation
suit.19 The high-profile case prompted caution20
in the Singapore blogosphere and discussion21
on how to avoid suit under the nation’s defamation laws.22
In October 2005 two men were jailed under
the Sedition Act23 for the first time in nearly forty
years. One received a one-month sentence and
the other a nominal one-day sentence and a
USD5,000 fine for posting racist remarks denigrating Muslims and Malays.24 In January 2006,
a twenty-one-year-old was also charged with violating the Sedition Act after he posted four cartoons of Jesus on his blog. The charges were
eventually dropped, but not before Singaporean
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authorities had confiscated the individual’s computer and removed the cartoons from his blog.25
In November 2006 SDP activist Yap Keng
Ho was sentenced to ten days in jail after he
refused to pay a fine for speaking at an illegal
SDP rally, held in April 2006. Yap had posted a
video of the speech on his blog and was ordered
to remove it by a judge.26
The above incidents appeared to presage
further repressive legislation and policies against
Singaporean Internet users. In 2007 the Ministry
of Home Affairs (MHA) is expected to table
before parliament a slate of amendments to the
Penal Code. The proposed amendments expand
the scope of nineteen offenses to cover acts perpetrated via electronic media, including “uttering
words with deliberate intent to wound the religious feelings of any person” (§298); defamation
(§499); and making “statements conducing to
public mischief” (§505).27 Section 298 is being
modified further to cover “the wounding of racial
feelings,” so that offenders may be prosecuted
under the Sedition Act or the Penal Code.28 The
MHA amendments also introduce nineteen new
offenses, including abetting “an offense which is
committed in Singapore, even if any or all of the
acts of abetment were done outside Singapore,”
as via Internet or mobile phone (§108B).29

ONI testing results
ONI conducted testing on Singapore’s two major
IASPs, SingNet and StarHub, and on a third ISP,
SysTech. A common perception of the
Singaporean Internet community points to the
existence of a list of 100 banned Web sites purportedly maintained by the Media Development
Authority (MDA). ONI found that only seven Web
sites tested, all relating to pornography, were
blocked, including www.sex.com, www.play
boy.com, and www.penthouse.com. The blocking
of only these high-profile sites suggests that filtering is indeed mandated for symbolic, rather
than preventative, purposes. Moreover, the seven
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sites blocked on SingNet and StarHub were all
accessible on SysTech.

Conclusion
The Singapore government implements a limited
filtering regime, relying mainly on nontechnological measures to curb online commentary and
content relating to political, religious, and ethnic
issues. The purported purpose of these measures is “to promote and facilitate the growth of
the Internet while at the same time safeguarding
social values and racial and religious harmony.”30
The threats of lawsuits, fines, and criminal prosecution inhibit more open discourse in an otherwise vibrant Internet community.
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